We introduce a method of constructing a general Laakso space while calculating the spectrum and multiplicities of the Laplacian operator on it. Using this information, we find the leading term of the trace of the heat kernel and the spectral dimension on an arbitrary Laakso space.
Introduction
Much work has been done on the analysis of fractals, specifically concentrating on the spectrum of the Laplacian operator on irregular domains. One such topic are drums with Koch snowflake boundary, see for example [13] . This paper will be concerned instead with the irregular domain being a fractal itself. Some notable works with this type of domain include [3, 6, 8, 16, 17, 19] among others. Laakso's spaces were introduced in [11] . They are a family of fractals with an arbitrary Hausdorff dimension greater than one and were considered originally for their nice analytic properties. Constructions of the Laakso spaces are given in [11, 16, 17] as well as in Section 2 of this paper. Theorem 6.1 in [16] gives the spectrum of the Laplacian operator on any given Laakso space, in Theorem 3.1 we give the multiplicities.
An important part of the analysis of Laplacians is the heat equation and associated heat kernel, which can reveal significant information about the operator and underlying space. The information gained from studying heat kernels can be applied in other areas of analysis as well as other fields such as physics. The papers [2, 19] are devoted to finding and analyzing the heat kernel and the trace of the heat kernel. The notion of complex valued fractal dimensions and the accompanying oscillating behavior of the heat kernel were studied in [2, 3] .
We begin by reviewing the construction of the Laakso spaces as presented in [11, 16, 17] in Section 2. This section also contains background information on the Hausdorff dimension, its calculation for Laakso spaces, and some specific values for certain Laakso spaces. In subsection 2.3 we define the Laplacian operator that will be used throughout the rest of this paper.
In Section 3 we begin by stating the spectrum of the Laplacian and the multiplicities of each eigenvalue (Theorem 3.1), while the rest of the section is devoted to the proof of this result. In Section 3.1 we provide an analytical proof by examining, as in [16] , the different "shapes" that make up the space. Since each shape has a unique contribution to the spectrum counting the number of shapes allows us to calculate the spectrum with multiplicities. In Section 3.2 we verify the results computationally using MATLAB. Finally in Sections 4 and 5 we use the spectrum and multiplicities obtained in Sections 2.2 and 3.1 to calculate the trace of the heat kernel using the same method outlined for diamond fractals in [2] .
Laakso Spaces
The spaces that will be analyzed were first defined by Laakso in [11] . Laakso's spaces form an uncountable family of metric-measure spaces indexed by sequences {j n } ∞ n=1 . An equivalent construction using projective limits was hinted at in [5] and fully developed in [17] . Then in [16] , a more in depth description of the projective limit construction was used to calculate the spectrum of the Laplacian constructed in [17] . We will be using the construction in [16] as it is also well-suited for our calculations.
The Laakso space can be visualized with a sequence of quantum graphs, denoted F n , n ≥ 0, each an increasingly better approximation of the Laakso space. The first of these graphs is the unit interval, denoted F 0 . Laakso spaces are defined by a sequence {j n } ∞ n=1 of integers j n ≥ 2, where each j n described the number of identifications at step n of the construction. To construct the graph of F n+1 , first every cell, or interval between two nodes, of the F n graph is split evenly into j n segments by adding nodes. This graph is then duplicated and connected at the newly-added notes. In this visualization, all nodes are arranged in columns.
We describe a simple case, where j n = 2, n ≥ 1. To obtain F 1 , bisect F 0 with a node. Then make a copy of this graph. Identify the new nodes "glueing" the two graphs together, represented by the arrow in Figure 1 . This glueing process is the identification process described in [5] . This yields the graph F 1 , an X-shape with five nodes as seen in Figure 1 .
This procedure is repeated to obtain F 2 from F 1 . Nodes bisect each cell of F 1 as seen in Figure 2 . A duplicate copy of F 1 is created and the two graphs are "glued" together at the newly added nodes. This is shown in Figure 2 where the solid line represents F 1 and the dashed lines represent the copy of F 1 . The j n = 2 Laakso space is the projective limit of the sequence of graphs {F n } ∞ n=0 all produced in this manner.
Figure 2: Construction of F 2 from F 1 where j 2 = 2. The dashed lines represent the second copy of F 1 with the added nodes.
As another simple example consider j n = 3, for all n ∈ N. Again starting with the unit interval, F 0 , F 1 is constructed by splitting F 0 into three subintervals and placing a node between each interval as shown in Figure 3 . This graph is duplicated and is glued to the original graph at the newly added nodes. The two nodes in the middle of the figure are connected by the middle interval and its copy, thus creating a loop shape that is not seen in the case where j = 2. The outer thirds of the figure create a "V" shape, also seen in the j = 2 construction. These shapes, loop and "V", will be two of those considered in Section 3. In this paper, we deal with the general case where j n may vary at each approximation level n. The sequence {j n } ∞ n=1 may be a constant integer, as seen in the previous examples. Or the sequence may alternate regularly between two integers. Figure 4 shows the construction of F 2 and F 3 when {j n } ∞ n=1 = {2, 3, 2, 3, ...}. The sequence {j n } ∞ n=1 could even be a completely random sequence of integers. In any case, it is {j n } ∞ n=1 which defines the Laakso space and from which the properties are derived. 
Cell Structure of a Laakso Space
Recall that as an inverse limit system the pair (L, {F n }) come with continuous projection Φ n : L → F n . Definition 2.1. The cell structure in a Laakso space, L, is determined by the pre-images under the map Φ n of the cells in the graph F n which approximates L Given a space as defined by Laakso in [11] , and the construction of the space as given in [16] , and the level of approximation, n, the cell structure has specific properties, including number of cells, N n , and the interval length, I −1 n . Both the number of cells and the interval length are dependent on the choice of j i for all i ≤ n. Proposition 2.1. Each cell in F n has metric diameter
where I 0 = 1. In addition the number of cells is
Proof. In F 0 there is a single cell, the unit interval, with metric diameter equal to 1. At each step in the construction the diameter of each cell in F n is j −1 n times that of a cell in F n−1 . By induction the diameter of the cells in F n is I −1
n . There is a single cell in F 0 . At each step of the construction there are 2 × j n cells in F n for every cell in F n−1 . Thus the number of cells in F n is 2 n I n .
Hausdorff dimension of the Laakso Space
In order to discuss the Hausdorff dimension of Laakso spaces we fix our choice of metric and measure. We use the path length metric. The measure used is the probability measure that gives equal mass to all cells of a given depth. Implicitly in the given construction, we have restricted the Hausdorff dimension to 1 ≤ Q ≤ 2. In [16] the Hausdorff dimension Q of the Laakso Space associated with a constant j n at every level n is shown to be
Here we give the Hausdorff dimension of a Laakso space associated with a general sequence {j n } ∞ n=1 . The measure used in calculating the Hausdorff dimension is the projective limit of Lebesgue measure on F n scaled to have total mass one for all n.
the Hausdorff Dimension, Q, of the corresponding Laakso space is given by
if the limit exists.
Proof. Laakso spaces are lacunary self-similar sets as defined in [7] where the contraction ratios at any n are equal. The number of identifications for each cell at the i'th iteration is j i and the formula that Igudesman gives in [7] can be given in terms of n and j i . This formula uses the number of cells, N n and the cell diameter, which is simply I −1 n . In the geodesic metric, the cell length is also the diameter of the cell. The resulting formula is given above.
While there are many sequences {j n } for which Q will not exist it is more relevant to our interests that for every Q there exist sequence {j n } yielding a Hausdorff dimension of Q. Different sequences {j n } can yield the same dimension, as shown in Table 1 . These values agree with the dimensions given implicitly in [11] .
Laplacian
In [16, 17] Laakso spaces are described as projective limits of quantum graphs and it is shown how to extend a compatible family of self-adjoint operators on the approximating quantum graphs to a self-adjoint operator on the limit space, i.e. the Laakso space. It was also shown how to use the spectrum with multiplicities of the operators on each quantum graph to determine the spectrum
log (6) 
with multiplicities of the operator on the limit space. A quantum graph is a metric graph with a Hamiltonian operator, as described in [9, 10] , the simplest of which would be the Laplacian operator, i.e.: a Hamiltonian without a potential.
On each metric graph, F n , consider the space of functions defined on the collection of edges each treated as a line segment. Define an operator on these function by
To make this a self-adjoint operator we need to also specify a suitable domain. A function is in Dom(∆ n ) if it is continuous everywhere, continuously twice differentiable on each line segment, and has Kirchhoff matching conditions at the nodes. Kirchhoff conditions require a function's with directional first derivatives summing to zero at nodes. Definition 2.2. A Laakso space, L, is a projective limit of the F n . Also there exist projection maps Φ n : L → F n for all n. Thus any function on F n can bepulled back to a function on L by writing f • Φ n =f : L → R. The pulling back is under the projections Φ n .
By Theorem 7.1 in [17] those functions in Dom(∆) that are pull backs are dense. so a complete set of eigenfunctions can be taken from this set. A consequence of this is that we can numerically approximate the spectrum of the Laplacian on the Laakso spaces working on some F n . Computations of these approximations are described in Section 3.2 along with calculations described in Section 3.1. Tables 2 and 3 show calculated values of the spectrum of the Laplacian for Laakso space.
3 The Spectrum of ∆ Theorem 3.1 gives the spectrum and associated multiplicities of the Laplacian operator by considering ∆ n on F n and on any Laakso space. We devote the rest of the section to proving the theorem. Following the analytic arguments are details of computational experiments carried out before the analytic results were available. We use an iterative, computer-assisted process to find the bottom end of the spectrum on a number of specific Laakso spaces. In all cases the computed results and analytic results agree within the precision of the computations. Table 2 : Calculated Values of the first 20 Eigenvalues for {j n } ∞ n=1 = {2, 3, 2, 3, ...} with multiplicity, m, the iteration value, n, and the expected value, λ. As n increases, the observed eigenvalues converge to the expected result. 
with associated multiplicities:
respectively.
This does correct a typographical error in the similar statement given in [16] .
Counts of Eigenvalues and Multiplicities
In order to determine the spectrum of the Laplacian on the Laakso space, the approximating quantum graph is considered as a collection of simpler parts. In [16] it was determined that three distinct shapes with appropriate boundary conditions could be used to construct any quantum graph representations of Laakso spaces, save F 0 , which is treated as a special case. Definition 3.1 defines these three shapes shown in Figure 5 with their respective boundary conditions which are forced by the Kirchhoff matching conditions and the orthogonality requirements that assign an eigenfunction to a given representation level. These orthogonality conditions were discussed in detail in [16] . In short they allow the counting arguments to count an eigenfunction only once.
Definition 3.1. (a) A shape is a connected quantum sub-graph, as shown in Figure 5 . In that figure the "D" denotes a Dirichlet boundary condition at that node and an "N" the Neumann condition.
(b) A V is the shape consisting of three nodes: two nodes in a column and the third node a second. The two nodes in the first column are degree one and the node in the second column is degree two. When a V is in F n , it shares its degree two node with another shape thus making it a degree four node, as seen (c) A loop is the shape that consists of two nodes each of degree two. The nodes are connected to each other by two cells, creating a loop. When a loop is in F n , both degree two nodes are shared as degree two nodes for another shape thus making them degree-four nodes, Figure 4 .
(d) A cross is the shape consisting of six nodes four of degree two and two of degree four. The degree two nodes each have a cell connecting the node to each of the degree four nodes . Notice the cross is the only shape containing nodes of degree four in the subgraph. When a cross is in F n the degree two nodes are shared with degree two nodes of another shape thus making them degree four nodes, as in Figure 4 .
Before determining the spectrum of ∆ n on the three shapes, we must first establish the following proposition which describes how these three shapes are involved in the construction of F n and L. (b) For any degree one node in F n , a V is produced in F n+1 .
(c) For any degree four node in F n , a cross is produced in the construction of F n+1 .
(d) Any cell in F n produces j n+1 − 2 loops in F n+1 between the V's or crosses produced by the nodes in F n .
(e) For n ≥ 0 the number of nodes in F n is N n = 2 n−1 (I n + 3).
Proof. (a) A degree one node in F n−1 gives rise to two degree one nodes in F n as an immediate consequence of the construction. Similarly a degree four node gives rise to a single degree four node in F n . The new nodes in F n that are not nodes in a copy of F n−1 are the identification of two degree two nodes, hence of degree four.
(b) In the construction of F n+1 , the cell connected to a degree one node is split into j n+1 intervals by adding (j n+1 − 1) nodes. Then the graph is duplicated yielding two rows of cells connected between j n+1 columns with two nodes in each, all of degree two except for the nodes at the end of the cell. The original and duplicated cells are connected at the newly added nodes. Thus the original node of degree one from F n remains degree one in F n+1 . The graph around the original node and it's duplicate is a "V."
(c) In the construction of F n+1 , the four cells connected to the degree four node in F n will be split into j n+1 intervals. To construct F n+1 , F n is duplicated, new nodes inserted, and connected at the newly added nodes. Thus the original degree-four node remains degree four and is duplicated, creating two degree-four nodes. The graph around the original node and it's duplicate is a "cross."
(d) Parts b and c account for two of the j n+1 intervals. The rest produce loops. So, there are j n+1 − 2 loops in F n+1 for every cell in F n .
(e) We will induct on n. The unit interval, F 0 , has two nodes. Suppose that F n−1 has N n−1 = 2 n−2 (I n−1 +3) nodes. Then N n = 2×N n−1 +2 n−1 (j n − 1)I n−1 , the nodes from the two copies of F n−1 plus the new nodes of which there are j n − 1 new nodes per cell in F n−1 and there are 2 n−1 I n−1 cells in F n−1 . This simplifies to the claimed formula.
We now generalize the results from [16] in three lemmas that give the eigenvalues and multiplicites (counts) for each of the three shapes.
Lemma 3.1. For any n ≥ 1, the number of V's in F n is 2 n . The eigenvalues for this shape at this level are:
Proof. We prove the count by induction. F 1 is constructed out of F 0 , which is a single cell connecting two degree one nodes. This implies by Proposition 3.1 that F 1 will have 2 V 's. Now assume that for some arbitrary n ≥ 1, the number of V 's in F n is 2 n . From Definition 3.1, the V is the only shape that has a degree one node. Furthermore, it has two degree one nodes. From Proposition 3.1 we know that each degree one node in F n produces a V in F n+1 . From [16] the shapes defined in Definition 3.1 are all the possible shapes in the graphs, so there cannot be any degree one nodes from any other shape. So the number of V 's in F n+1 is twice the number of V 's in F n . So F n+1 has 2 n+1 V 's. In order to get the spectrum of ∆ n restricted to a V we look at the functions in this domain that are orthogonal to the functions expressible on an interval. These functions have the property that the values on the top branch are the negative of the values on the lower. We therefore need only consider the top branch, as it fully determines the behavior on the bottom branch. This top branch is one interval, and has Neumann boundary conditions at one end and Dirichlet boundary conditions at the other. The length of the cell is I Lemma 3.2. For any n ≥ 1, the number of loops in F n is 2 n−1 (j n − 2)(I n−1 ).
(3.4)
The eigenvalues for this shape at this level are
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 every cell in F n−1 produces j n − 2 loops in F n . In order to know how many loops are in F n , the number of cells in F n−1 are counted and multiplied by j n − 2. The number of cells in F n were already counted in Proposition 2.1 and shown to be 2 n (I n ). Substituting in n − 1 for n in this expression and multiplying by j n − 2 gives (3.4).
In order to get the spectrum of ∆ n restricted to a loop we look at the functions in this domain that are orthogonal to the functions expressible on an interval. Again, these functions have the property that the vales on the top branch are the negative of those on the lower. As was the case with the V above, the orthogonality condition imposed on the functions reduces the question to only considering the top interval of length I −1 n with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The eigenfunctions that fit these conditions are sin(I n kπx) with k = 1, 2, . . . and x ∈ [0, I −1 n ]. These result in the set defined in (3.5).
Lemma 3.3. For any n ≥ 2, the number of crosses in F n is 2 n−2 (I n−1 − 1).
(3.6)
There are two sets of eigenvalues for this shape at this level. They are
with multiplicity one and
with multiplicity two.
Proof. From Proposition 3.1 crosses in F n appear only where there were degree four nodes in F n−1 . Therefore, to find the number of crosses in F n , we will count the number of degree four nodes in F n−1 . By Proposition 3.1 every node in a quantum graph approximating a Laakso space is either of degree one or degree four. Therefore, subtracting the number of degree one nodes from the total number of nodes will give the number of degree four nodes. From the same proposition, the total number of nodes is 2 n−1 (I n + 3). We have seen already that in F n degree one nodes only occur in V 's and that for every v there are two degree one nodes. From Lemma 3.1 that there are 2 n V's in F n . Therefore, there are 2 n+1 degree one nodes in F n and 2 n−1 (I n + 3) − 2 n+1 = 2 n−1 (I n + 3 − 2 2 ) = 2 n−1 (I n − 1) degree four nodes. Substituting n − 1 for n in this last expression gives (3.6). We note that this lemma is stated only for n ≥ 2 because F 1 never has a cross since there are only degree one nodes in F 0 .
To obtain the spectrum of ∆ n restricted to the cross, we must consider the functions in the domain of the Laplacian on the cross. We can think of the cross as two X-shapes, (such as F 1 in Figure 1 ) connected at their four outer nodes. The orthogonality conditions from [16] force the function on the bottom X to equal the negative of the function on the top X. The value of the function on the top of the X determines the value of the function on the bottom. The width of the X shape is 2I −1 n and will have Dirichlet boundary conditions at the degree two nodes. Any function can be decomposed as symmetric and anti-symmetric with respect to the upper and lower branches of the X. We consider the two cases in turn.
In the symmetric case, the function is the same along the top and bottom branches of the X. Therefore we need only to look at the top branch as it fully determines the bottom branch. Here we are looking for eigenfunctions on an interval of length 2I −1 n and zero at the boundaries. These are sin( In the antisymmetric case, the function value horizontally along the bottom branch of the X is the negative of the value along the top branch. At the central node, where the two branches meet, these two values must equal, so they must be zero. We then effectively have the X broken up into two V 's of length I −1 n but with Dirichlet boundary conditions at either end. Looking at one of these V 's, we still have the value along the bottom branch equal to the negative of the value along the top, so we consider only the top branch. Here we look for functions of length I −1 n with Dirichlet boundary conditions at both ends. This has already been done in Lemma 3.2 for the loop shape. There we got sin(I n kπx) with k = 1, 2, . . . and x ∈ [0, I −1 n ] as the eigenfunctions and {[I n kπ] 2 : k = 1, 2, . . .} as the spectrum. This spectrum has multiplicity two because there are two halves of in the cross. Now we must consider the graph F 0 and the eigenvalues it contributes to the spectrum. This graph is just the unit interval, and has Neumann boundary conditions forced by the Kerchoff matching conditions. So we are looking for eigenfunctions on intervals with length one and zero derivative at either end. These come in the form cos(kπx) where k = 0, 1, . . .. This results in the following spectrum with multiplicity one:
2 : k = 0, 1, . . .} (3.9) Table 4 we summarizes the results of these lemmas. In order to obtain the full spectrum with multiplicities, these sets must be combined with the multiplicities over all n ≥ 0. Hence, Theorem 3.1 holds. 
Numerical Computations of the Spectrum
A MATLAB script described in [16] calculated the spectrum of the Laplacian for constant j n for all n ∈ N by producing the incidence matricies of the approximating graphs. We modified this script to handle general Laakso spaces. As in the original script, the eigenvalues are calculated using the eigs function, which is based on ARPACK (see users guide [15] ). Quantum graphs approximating the Laakso space associated with the sequence j i =[2,3,2,3,...] is shown in Figure 4 and the first twenty eigenvalues of the Laplacian on this space are shown in Table 2 . The first twenty eigenvalues of Laplacians on other Laakso spaces are shown in Table 3 . These computations agree with the calculations found in Lemmas 3.1 through 3.3.
Heat Kernel
Given a Laplacian on a Laakso space, the trace of its heat kernel will be obtained following the same procedure used in [2] where the heat kernel's trace was found for the diamond fractal. From [19] the heat kernel of the Laplacian is
where ψ k,l and ψ k,m are L 2 −normalized eigenfunctions of ∆. The heat kernel on Laakso spaces will be further studied in [18] where continuity and bounds will be proved. The trace of the heat kernel Z(t) is defined in [2] as
where E k are the eigenvalues of the Laplacian on the fractal and g k are the respective multiplicities associated with those eigenvalues. Associated with the heat kernel is the spectral zeta function also defined in [2] from the heat kernel as
where Γ(s) = ∞ 0 t s−1 e −t dt is the gamma function. We set γ = 0 throughout the rest of this paper. Substitute (4.1) into (4.2) to obtain
3)
The next step in any specific example is to simplify the spectral zeta function by recognizing Riemann zeta functions, ζ R (s) = ∞ n=0 1 n s , and identifying the other terms as geometric series. is the diameter of each cell. There is for any value of r a sequence j n that will produce that value.
Once all of the series are simplfied, the poles of ζ(s, 0) in the complex plane can be calculated. The poles of ζ(s) for the diamond fractals are given in [2] as
where d h and d s are the Hausdorff and walk dimensions respectively. Since the spectral zeta function was expressed as an integral of Z(t), applying an inverse Mellin transform [4] allows the heat kernel to be expressed as
By the Residue Theorem, Z D (t) is the sum of the residues of ζ D (s)Γ(s)t −s . The residue must also be calculated at s = 0 (a pole for Γ(s)) and at s = 1/2 (a pole for the ζ R (2s) term in ζ(s, γ)).
It is known that ζ R (s) = ζ R (s) and Γ(s) = Γ(s) for all complex s. Thus, the residues from s m and s −m are complex conjugates of one another; therefore their sums equal twice the real part of the residue of s m . The complex values of the trace of the heat kernel yield oscillatory behavior in the heat kernel. We shall observe what happens to the heat kernel as t → 0. Therefore, only the leading term with the most negative real power of t as well as any constants are included. For example, a result of [2] shows that for the diamond fractals, the trace of the heat kernel is
This shows that the dominating power of t in the leading term as t → 0 is −d s /2. This incidentally is the complex dimension introduced in [12] . We shall now perform the same calculation for general Laakso spaces.
The Trace of the Heat Kernel on Laakso Spaces
In Laakso spaces the dimensions and value of r are not always known by other means. Therefore the poles will be calculated analytically and the results will provide information about the Hausdorff, walk, and spectral dimensions. We now give the leading powers of the trace of the heat kernel for the Laplacian on a general Laakso space.
Theorem 5.1. For the Laakso space associated to the sequence {j i } ∞ i=1 the trace of the heat kernel is
with an associated spectral zeta function
Proof. The spectrum of the Laplacian on various Laakso spaces was given in Table 4 as
with respective multiplicities
Direct substitution of the these values into (4.1) gives the heat kernel. By (4.3) the associated spectral zeta function is
This can be simplified by identifying Riemann zeta functions and, in certain cases, a Dirichlet Lambda function [1] . Then the function can be manipulated in to one sum.
as claimed in the proposition.
This expression of the spectral zeta function cannot be simplified further for a general Laakso space with an arbitrary sequence of j i 's. However, it provides a common starting point for Laakso spaces in which the sequence of j i 's is known. The next step is to locate the poles of the spectral zeta function. Recall that only poles which yield the most negative real power of t are considered since they produce the dominating behavior as t → 0 in the trace of the heat kernel. There are in general more poles than these. for integer m.
Proof. The trace of the heat kernel requires the most negative power of t which corresponds to the poles with the greatest real component due to the t −s term in (4.5) . The proof of the proposition relies on analyzing the series in (5.2) to find the poles. Note that the in the series in (5.2), the numerator has two terms; values of s will be calculated that will make the denominator grow at the same rate as the numerator. The value of s with the greatest real part are the poles that will be used. First rewrite the denominator of (5.2) as I s1 n I s2 n where 2s = s 1 + s 2 . Select s to match the rate of growth for the first term in the numerator. To make I s1 n grow at the same rate as I n−1 , s 1 should equal 1. To have I s2 n grow at the same rate as 2 n−1 s 2 should equal log r 2. Therefore, for the first term, 2s = 1 + log r 2. It can be verified that any poles from the second term in (5.2) will not have a real component as large as this pole. Therefore, the real part of the poles that will yield the desired leading term in the trace of the heat kernel are s = The next two subsections give the trace of the heat kernel for two specific Laakso spaces where the sum in the spectral zeta function can be evaluated exactly: j = 2, and j = {2, 3, 2, 3...}. Proof. For Laakso spaces with a fixed j = 2, I n = 2 n . Substituting these into (5.1) and (5.2) gives the following two equations Table 5 shows the residues of the integrand after the inverse Mellin transform at the poles given in (5.11) as well as s = 0 from the Γ(s) term. Again we add complex conjugates and take only the most negative powers of t. Notice that when adding the residue from the poles in (5.11) only the poles with real part one contribute to the heat kernel, the others with the exception of zero and one half have residue zero. Once all of the residues are simplified we obtain the expression for the trace heat kernel's leading term as given in the proposition.
Laakso Space with j=2
The power of 1 of t in the denominator of the leading term in the proposition implies that the spectral dimension d s for L 2 is 2. Knowing that the Hausdorff dimension d h = 2 from Table 1 (2) log 6 + 2πim log 6 . The next step is to obtain and simplify the spectral zeta function associated with the trace of heat kernel given in (5.2). Since j i alternates between 2 and 3, the following values can be directly substituted in, for any k we have: To apply the inverse Mellin transform as was done in (4.5) to obtain an expression for Z L (t). Then Z L (t) can be calculated using the sum of the residues of ζ L (s)Γ(s)t −s using the poles obtained in (5.7) as well as s = 1/2 (obtained from the Riemann zeta function, ζ R (2s) and s = 0 (from Γ(s)). Table 6 lists the residues for those poles. Table 6 : Residues of the integrand of the inverse Mellin transfrom for given poles of the spectral zeta function for the {2,3,2,3...}Laakso spaces
The sum of the residues in Table 6 expresses the trace of the heat kernel with the leading terms as shown in the statement of the proposition. Note that the general terms in Z L (t) are shown in the proposition to indicate the behavior of the trace of the heat kernel in more detail. log 6 , in the leading term as t goes towards zero implies that the spectral dimension of this Laakso space is d s = log 24/ log 6. The Hausdorff dimension for this fractal is given in Table 1 as d h = log 24/ log 6. Again, the same results are obtained by simply applying Corollary 5.2 and Proposition 5.1.
